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TamaTwine+ Large Square Baler twine
TamaTwine+ for Large Square Bales comes in a range of 
products designed to suit your needs. Choose the strongest 
twine for your most demanding conditions, or opt for the 
longer ball length. Whichever twine you choose, you can 
count on high performance that will not let you down.

TamaTwine+ 4100/600* 
For High Density 
balers where ultimate 
performance is 
required.  Use it for 
straw in conditions 
of extreme density 
or high temperatures, 
short straw, and corn 
stalks.

Country Mile 5300/350 
Country Mile 6200/350*
Maximum length for 
use in all crops and 
balers where a higher 
density is not needed.

TamaTwine+ 4750/400 
TamaTwine+ 5830/400*
A longer option for 
standard density hay, 
straw or silage bales.

TamaTwine+ 4400/450
TamaTwine+ 5400/450*
The best performing 
option for all crops 
and balers where high 
density is required.      
Use it for silage and     
for high density hay    
and straw bales.

TamaTwine+ 4300/550
TamaTwine+ 4700/550*
A longer length option 
for High Density balers 
in springy crops such   
as grasses, straw   and 
cornstalks.
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TamaTwine+ 3000/800*  
TamaTwine+ 3500/700*
TamaTwine+ 4000/650* 
For High Density 
balers in the most 
extreme conditions 
of high temperatures 
and density. Ultimate 
performance in short 
straw or cornstalks. 

TamaTwine+ Features

Guaranteed Minimum Length 

Special UV light inhibitors to withstand intense 
exposure over long periods.

Spool identification (traceability)

Less plastic per bale

Unrivalled knot performance, flexible and strong 
for 100% reliable tight knots on your bales.

OEM Approved 

Uniform Bale Shape

* Tall bale: Max Height 14.8’’, Max Diameter 12’’



They know what I need, 
because they’re farmers too.

Tama has a unique mix of agricultural experience and manufacturing expertise. 
Tama’s products for crop packaging are made to run reliably and consistently – 
every time. As farmers ourselves, we understand why this is critical for you.

Our ability to identify and support the needs of our customers have enabled Tama     
to become the world’s leading supplier of Baler Twines.

We’ve got you covered.

Tama USA was established in 1980 in Dubuque, Iowa as Ambraco Inc., a company 
that specialized in the nationwide distribution of crop packaging products in the USA. 
In 2014, Ambraco joined the Tama group – an international company based in Israel 
that is the world leader in crop packaging. As of 2017, Ambraco completed the 
transition with a name change to Tama USA Inc.

Service
Tama USA continually invests significant efforts in supporting and improving its 
customer service. The company has 14 different storage locations around the USA 
to assure timely and efficient supply of the product. In addition, Tama USA has 
developed a unique in-field customer service function to support its dealers and 
their customers throughout the baling season.
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